DK-40 See-through Wearable
Display System
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Lumus Technology
Lumus enables compact see-through, wearable displays that provide a large, full-color, high brightness
virtual image, while maintaining a form factor similar to a pair of eyeglasses. Lumus’ revolutionary optical
technology is comprised of the patented Light-guide Optical Element (LOE™) and micro-display Pod. Key
capabilities provided by the technology include:
A large-screen view for small mobile devices (e.g. Smartphone)
Unobtrusive overlay of information on one’s real world view
True Augmented Reality (AR)
Critical situational awareness for the mobile user
Ergonomics and aesthetics for real-life, day-long wearability
Ideal platform for Wearable Computing

www.lumusvision.com

Introducing the DK-40
To enable a breakthrough Wearable Computing platform and True AR capabilities, Lumus offers
customers a complete monocular eyewear development kit system, the DK-40. The DK-40 includes
an ultra-compact optical engine (Lumus OE-40) embedded in an eyeglass frame with an integrated
camera, an onboard application processor (AP) running Android and a temple-mounted battery for
wireless operation. The on-frame electronics include a 9DoF head motion tracker, audio and WiFi and
Bluetooth connectivity. The DK-40 may be operated either as a stand-alone device or in conjunction
with an Android phone utilized both as a gateway to the wireless carrier and as the DK-40 controller.
The system also comes with an SDK that enables the user to embed custom applications on both the
DK-40 AP board and on the Android phone.
The Lumus DK-40 was designed for maximum wearability with a major emphasis on both aesthetics
(low weight, unimposing look) and utility (sensors, low power consumption, large screen, see
through and wireless connectivity) for hours long, comfortable hands-free operation.

The DK-40’s combined capabilities of the see-through large virtual screen, various sensor

Parameter
Resolution

640 (H) x 480 (V)

FOV Diagonal

25°

Brightness

1000 fL

LOE Thickness

2.0 mm

Color

Full color

LOE Transparency

>78%

Image focal plane

Infinity

Weight

15gr

Power Consumption

<130mW

DK-40 Specifications*
Parameter
Operating System
Processor
Connectivity
Camera
Motion sensors
User control

Weight
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Android 4.1.2
OMAP4
WiFi 802.11,
Bluetooth 4.0,
USB2.0
5MP
9DoF (gyro,
accelerometer
and compass)
On frame buttons and
wireless remote control
from an Android phone
application
93gr

*All specifications are subject to change without notice

Optical Engine (OE-40) Specifications*

Design by netto design house

data and onboard processer, enables our partners, customers and developers to usher in the major
paradigm shift of Wearable Computing and True Augmented Reality.

